
1

MADE TO MEASURE

jacket type

1N
normal jacket

1L
long jacket

1LS
 dinner long jacket

1S
dinner  jacket



basic
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

2I
single-breasted, 

1 button

2K
single-breasted, 

1 button, peak lapel

2C4
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

without blind pairs

2C2
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

1 blind pair

2C1
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

2 blind pairs

2M
single-breasted, 

2 buttons, peak lapel

2N
single-breasted, 

3 buttons, peak lapel

2NN
single-breasted, 

4 buttons, peak lapel

2A
single-breasted, 

2 buttons

2B
single-breasted, 

3 buttons

2J
single-breasted, 

4 buttons

2 3

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

2D4
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

without blind pairs

2E
single-breasted, 

1 button, 
shawl collar

2R
single-breasted, 

4 buttons,  
Nehru

2S
single-breasted, 

5 buttons, 
Nehru

2P
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

shawl collar

2Q
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

shawl collar

2D1
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

1 blind pairs

2L1
double-breasted,
3 closing buttons

2LL1
double-breasted,
4 closing buttons



basic
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

2I
single-breasted, 

1 button

2K
single-breasted, 

1 button, peak lapel

2C4
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

without blind pairs

2C2
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

1 blind pair

2C1
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

2 blind pairs

2M
single-breasted, 

2 buttons, peak lapel

2N
single-breasted, 

3 buttons, peak lapel

2NN
single-breasted, 

4 buttons, peak lapel

2A
single-breasted, 

2 buttons

2B
single-breasted, 

3 buttons

2J
single-breasted, 

4 buttons

2 3

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

2D4
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

without blind pairs

2E
single-breasted, 

1 button, 
shawl collar

2R
single-breasted, 

4 buttons,  
Nehru

2S
single-breasted, 

5 buttons, 
Nehru

2P
double-breasted, 
1 closing button, 

shawl collar

2Q
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

shawl collar

2D1
double-breasted, 
2 closing buttons, 

1 blind pairs

2L1
double-breasted,
3 closing buttons

2LL1
double-breasted,
4 closing buttons



F.S.

F.S.

4

3A1
normal, plain back

3A2
half-lined, plain back

3B2
half-lined, centre vent

3C2
half-lined, side vents

3B1
normal, centre vent

3C1
normal, side vents

back
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

F.S.

F.S.

5

back
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

3A3
golfers back, plain back

3B3
golfers back, centre 

vent

3C3
golfers back, side vents

3A4
princes, shaped back, 

no vent

3B4A
princes, shaped back 

center vent

3B4B
princes, shaped backstep,

 center vent

3C4
princes, shaped back, 

side vents



F.S.

F.S.

4

3A1
normal, plain back

3A2
half-lined, plain back

3B2
half-lined, centre vent

3C2
half-lined, side vents

3B1
normal, centre vent

3C1
normal, side vents

back
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

F.S.

F.S.

5

back
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

3A3
golfers back, plain back

3B3
golfers back, centre 

vent

3C3
golfers back, side vents

3A4
princes, shaped back, 

no vent

3B4A
princes, shaped back 

center vent

3B4B
princes, shaped backstep,

 center vent

3C4
princes, shaped back, 

side vents



6

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

4C1
no welt breast pocket, 

flap side pockets

4C2
welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4E1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets,
ticket pocket

4E2
welt breast pocket,
flap side pockets,

ticket pocket

4D1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets

4DD1
no welt breast pocket,

extra slant flap side 
pockets

4DD2
welt breast pocket,
extra slant flap side 

pockets

4FF1
no welt breast pocket,

extra slant flap side 
pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4FF2
welt breast pocket,
extra slant flap side 

pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4D2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets

4F1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4F2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4B1
no welt breast pocket,
side jetted pockets, no 

flaps

4JJ1
no welt breast pocket,
extra slant side jetted 

pockets,
no flaps

4JJ2
welt breast pocket,

extra slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4I1
no welt breast pocket,

shaped flap side 
pockets

with button

4I2
welt breast pocket,

shaped flap side 
pockets

with button

4B2
welt breast pocket,

side jetted pockets, no 
flaps

4J1
no welt breast pocket,

slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4J2
welt breast pocket,

slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4G1
without pockets

4G2
welt breast pocket

7

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket



6

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

4C1
no welt breast pocket, 

flap side pockets

4C2
welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4E1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets,
ticket pocket

4E2
welt breast pocket,
flap side pockets,

ticket pocket

4D1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets

4DD1
no welt breast pocket,

extra slant flap side 
pockets

4DD2
welt breast pocket,
extra slant flap side 

pockets

4FF1
no welt breast pocket,

extra slant flap side 
pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4FF2
welt breast pocket,
extra slant flap side 

pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4D2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets

4F1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4F2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4B1
no welt breast pocket,
side jetted pockets, no 

flaps

4JJ1
no welt breast pocket,
extra slant side jetted 

pockets,
no flaps

4JJ2
welt breast pocket,

extra slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4I1
no welt breast pocket,

shaped flap side 
pockets

with button

4I2
welt breast pocket,

shaped flap side 
pockets

with button

4B2
welt breast pocket,

side jetted pockets, no 
flaps

4J1
no welt breast pocket,

slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4J2
welt breast pocket,

slant side jetted 
pockets,
no flaps

4G1
without pockets

4G2
welt breast pocket

7

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket



pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket
8

4H1
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H2
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H3
patch breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H4
breast pocket with flap,

side patch pockets 
with flaps

4A1
no welt breast pocket,

side patch pockets

4A2
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets

4A3
patch breast pocket,
side patch pockets

9

4K1
no welt breast pocket, 

side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K2
welt breast pocket, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K5
patch breast pocket 

left, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K6
patch breast pockets 

left and right, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L1
no welt breast pocket, 

side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L2
welt breast pocket, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L7
patch breast pocket 

left, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L8
patch breast pockets 

left and right, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket



pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket
8

4H1
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H2
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H3
patch breast pocket,
side patch pockets 

with flaps

4H4
breast pocket with flap,

side patch pockets 
with flaps

4A1
no welt breast pocket,

side patch pockets

4A2
welt breast pocket,
side patch pockets

4A3
patch breast pocket,
side patch pockets

9

4K1
no welt breast pocket, 

side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K2
welt breast pocket, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K5
patch breast pocket 

left, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4K6
patch breast pockets 

left and right, 
side square bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L1
no welt breast pocket, 

side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L2
welt breast pocket, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L7
patch breast pocket 

left, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

4L8
patch breast pockets 

left and right, 
side circle bellows 
pockets with flaps

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket



10

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

sham cuff
styles

real button
holes

5S3
shame cuffs,

3 buttons

5O3
real button holes, 

3 buttons

5S3X
sham cuffs, 
3 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O3X
real button holes, 

3 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4X
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O4X
real button holes, 

4 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S5X
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O5X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S6X
sham cuffs, 
6 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O6X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons

5O4
real button holes, 

4 buttons

5S5
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons

5O5
real button holes, 

5 buttons

5S6
sham cuffs, 
6 buttons

5O6
real button holes, 

6 buttons

11

closed seams
styles

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

5L1M
closed seam, 

1 small button

5L1V
closed seam, 
1 big button

5L2V
closed seam, 
2 big buttons

5N
closed seam, 

without button-holes

5L2M
closed seam, 

2 small buttons

5L3M
closed seam, 

3 small buttons



10

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

sham cuff
styles

real button
holes

5S3
shame cuffs,

3 buttons

5O3
real button holes, 

3 buttons

5S3X
sham cuffs, 
3 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O3X
real button holes, 

3 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4X
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O4X
real button holes, 

4 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S5X
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O5X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S6X
sham cuffs, 
6 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O6X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons

5O4
real button holes, 

4 buttons

5S5
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons

5O5
real button holes, 

5 buttons

5S6
sham cuffs, 
6 buttons

5O6
real button holes, 

6 buttons

11

closed seams
styles

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

5L1M
closed seam, 

1 small button

5L1V
closed seam, 
1 big button

5L2V
closed seam, 
2 big buttons

5N
closed seam, 

without button-holes

5L2M
closed seam, 

2 small buttons

5L3M
closed seam, 

3 small buttons



12

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

STANDARD

6HR - 
security pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

STANDARD

6IR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing,

6J - 
without security fastening
with tongue facing,

VARIATION

6HL - 
security pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IL - 
zip pocket LEFT
with tongue facing,

VARIATION

6HB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing,

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

13

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

STANDARD

6ER - 
security pocket RIGHT
without tongue,

STANDARD

6FR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
without tongue,

6G - 
without security fastening
without tongue, 6K - 

2 in breast pockets,
ticket pocket

without tongue,

this is the only facing that can be used 
with a dinner jacket.

VARIATION

6EL - 
security pocket LEFT
without tongue,

VARIATION

6FL - 
zip pocket LEFT
without tongue,

VARIATION

6EB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue,

VARIATION

6FB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue,



12

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

STANDARD

6HR - 
security pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

STANDARD

6IR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing,

6J - 
without security fastening
with tongue facing,

VARIATION

6HL - 
security pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IL - 
zip pocket LEFT
with tongue facing,

VARIATION

6HB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing,

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

13

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

STANDARD

6ER - 
security pocket RIGHT
without tongue,

STANDARD

6FR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
without tongue,

6G - 
without security fastening
without tongue, 6K - 

2 in breast pockets,
ticket pocket

without tongue,

this is the only facing that can be used 
with a dinner jacket.

VARIATION

6EL - 
security pocket LEFT
without tongue,

VARIATION

6FL - 
zip pocket LEFT
without tongue,

VARIATION

6EB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue,

VARIATION

6FB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue,



14

stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

top stitch / AMF is 
applied on the edge

7A
without stitching

7B1
AMF 1 mm

7S2
top stitch 2 mm

7S5
top stitch 5 mm

7SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

7B6
AMF 6 mm

7B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

15

F.S.

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

SC
storm collar

EA
badge to be fitted

(supplied by customer)

EPA
epaluet

TA
newspaper pocket

instead of ticket pocket

HT
mobile phone pocket 

with zip

HTO
mobile phone pocket 

without zip

TK
additionall pen pocket 

right

TB
pocket for glasses with zip,

left under tongue

OZT
without ticket pocket



14

stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

top stitch / AMF is 
applied on the edge

7A
without stitching

7B1
AMF 1 mm

7S2
top stitch 2 mm

7S5
top stitch 5 mm

7SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

7B6
AMF 6 mm

7B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

15

F.S.

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

SC
storm collar

EA
badge to be fitted

(supplied by customer)

EPA
epaluet

TA
newspaper pocket

instead of ticket pocket

HT
mobile phone pocket 

with zip

HTO
mobile phone pocket 

without zip

TK
additionall pen pocket 

right

TB
pocket for glasses with zip,

left under tongue

OZT
without ticket pocket



16

style / material options
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

RS
rider jacket - 

last button higher

SBH
second buttonhole on 

right lapel

AOO
sleeves without 

buttonholes

Leather elbow patches Contrast collar

AOM
sleeves without b.holes 

and buttons on

TWB
rwo buttonholes on 

left lapel second under 
first, distance 1,5cm

OR
without lapel 
buttonhole

FO front without buttonholes
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right
FR flower buttonhole - lapel
HF heavier front fusing
SV special embroidery

(description and pict.give to Stylers)

- cloth undercollar:

  - cloth under collar

  - contrast cloth under collar

- contrast lapel button hole

- contrast felt collar

- contrast front button holes

- contrast jettings inside pockets

- contrast sleeve 1st button hole

- contrast sleeve 2nd button hole

- contrast sleeve all button holes

- leather buttonhole lapel

17

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers type

1T
normal trousers



16

style / material options
MADE TO MEASURE

jacket

RS
rider jacket - 

last button higher

SBH
second buttonhole on 

right lapel

AOO
sleeves without 

buttonholes

Leather elbow patches Contrast collar

AOM
sleeves without b.holes 

and buttons on

TWB
rwo buttonholes on 

left lapel second under 
first, distance 1,5cm

OR
without lapel 
buttonhole

FO front without buttonholes
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right
FR flower buttonhole - lapel
HF heavier front fusing
SV special embroidery

(description and pict.give to Stylers)

- cloth undercollar:

  - cloth under collar

  - contrast cloth under collar

- contrast lapel button hole

- contrast felt collar

- contrast front button holes

- contrast jettings inside pockets

- contrast sleeve 1st button hole

- contrast sleeve 2nd button hole

- contrast sleeve all button holes

- leather buttonhole lapel

17

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers type

1T
normal trousers



basic

18

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

2A
plain front,

without dartseam

2D
plain front 

with dartseam

2E
3 reverse pleats

2H
box pleat

2B
1 reverse pleat

2F
1 inward pleat

2C
2 reverse pleats

2G
2 inward pleats

19

waistband with 8 belt loops waistband with 6 double belt 
loops

waistband with 6 wide
belt loops

8IB
without 

extension

8IA
with extension

waistband without belt loops

8AA
with extension

8BA
with extension

8HA
with extension

8AB
without 

extension

8BB
without 

extension

8HB
without 

extension

8JA
with extension

8JB
without 

extension

waistband with fishtail back

8D2
tabs and 2 buttons

(adjustable cca 4 cm)

8D3
tabs and 3 buttons

(adjustable cca 8 cm)

8C
waistband with

strape and buckle

8G
trousers with inside

adjustable waistband

waistband
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers



basic

18

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

2A
plain front,

without dartseam

2D
plain front 

with dartseam

2E
3 reverse pleats

2H
box pleat

2B
1 reverse pleat

2F
1 inward pleat

2C
2 reverse pleats

2G
2 inward pleats

19

waistband with 8 belt loops waistband with 6 double belt 
loops

waistband with 6 wide
belt loops

8IB
without 

extension

8IA
with extension

waistband without belt loops

8AA
with extension

8BA
with extension

8HA
with extension

8AB
without 

extension

8BB
without 

extension

8HB
without 

extension

8JA
with extension

8JB
without 

extension

waistband with fishtail back

8D2
tabs and 2 buttons

(adjustable cca 4 cm)

8D3
tabs and 3 buttons

(adjustable cca 8 cm)

8C
waistband with

strape and buckle

8G
trousers with inside

adjustable waistband

waistband
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers



front pockets

20

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

3AA
without

watch pocket

3AB
watch pocket
without flap

3AC
watch pocket

with flap

3CB
watch pocket
without flap

3CA
without

watch pocket

3CC
watch pocket

with flap

3FA
without

watch pocket

3FB
watch pocket
without flap

3FC
watch pocket

with flap

slant side pockets jetted pockets

straight side pockets

3NB
watch pocket
without flap

3E
round pockets

3NA
without

watch pocket

3M
without pockets

3NC
watch pocket

with flap 

3
frogmouth 

pocket

L

Welted pockets

4G
without
pockets

4A1
jetted pocket,
with button

4A2
two jetted pockets,

with button

4H1
jetted pocket,

with zip

4H2
two jetted pockets,

with zip

4I1
welted pocket,

with flap

4I2
two welted pockets,

with flap

4C1
welted pocket,

with button

4C2
tow welted pockets,

with button

4J1
welted pocket

with flap and zip

4J2
two welted pockets,

with flap and zip

4K1
welted pocket

with zip 
(without flap)

4K2
two welted pockets,

with zip 
(without flap)

hip pockets

21

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers



front pockets

20

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

3AA
without

watch pocket

3AB
watch pocket
without flap

3AC
watch pocket

with flap

3CB
watch pocket
without flap

3CA
without

watch pocket

3CC
watch pocket

with flap

3FA
without

watch pocket

3FB
watch pocket
without flap

3FC
watch pocket

with flap

slant side pockets jetted pockets

straight side pockets

3NB
watch pocket
without flap

3E
round pockets

3NA
without

watch pocket

3M
without pockets

3NC
watch pocket

with flap 

3
frogmouth 

pocket

L

Welted pockets

4G
without
pockets

4A1
jetted pocket,
with button

4A2
two jetted pockets,

with button

4H1
jetted pocket,

with zip

4H2
two jetted pockets,

with zip

4I1
welted pocket,

with flap

4I2
two welted pockets,

with flap

4C1
welted pocket,

with button

4C2
tow welted pockets,

with button

4J1
welted pocket

with flap and zip

4J2
two welted pockets,

with flap and zip

4K1
welted pocket

with zip 
(without flap)

4K2
two welted pockets,

with zip 
(without flap)

hip pockets

21

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers



bottom

22

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

inlay 5 cm turn up 3 cm

turn up 4 cm turn up 5 cm

vent 4 cm in side seam

5AO
unfinished

5DO
unfinished

5BO
unfinished

5EO
unfinished

5HO
unfinished

5AR
plain bottom

5DR
P.T.U.

5BR
P.T.U.

5ER
P.T.U.

5HR
P.T.U.

5ASR
shorter in front 1 cm, 

plain bottom

HF trousers with lining (below knee)
OF without knee lining
SF completely lined from waistband to bottom 

(not available on fabrics under 300 gr)
GS top stitch on the side seam
HH hook instead of button on the waistband 

extension
DS belt prong loop
TC change pocket
SCH1 1 pair of extra loops
SCH6 6 loops extra
SCH8 8 loops extra
OB no front and back crease
AF alergic trousers, completely lined

back 

KV
button fly

HK
buttons inside

for braces

AD
Centre back "V"

ATTENTION,
NOT EXTENDIBLE!!!

HTL
hip pocket, 
placed left

OKHT
without  button hole on hip 

pocket

TB
security pocket with zip, 

inside waistband

VT
stronger pocket bags

TT
security pocket with zip, 
inside right front pocket

23

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

1 cm



bottom

22

MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

inlay 5 cm turn up 3 cm

turn up 4 cm turn up 5 cm

vent 4 cm in side seam

5AO
unfinished

5DO
unfinished

5BO
unfinished

5EO
unfinished

5HO
unfinished

5AR
plain bottom

5DR
P.T.U.

5BR
P.T.U.

5ER
P.T.U.

5HR
P.T.U.

5ASR
shorter in front 1 cm, 

plain bottom

HF trousers with lining (below knee)
OF without knee lining
SF completely lined from waistband to bottom 

(not available on fabrics under 300 gr)
GS top stitch on the side seam
HH hook instead of button on the waistband 

extension
DS belt prong loop
TC change pocket
SCH1 1 pair of extra loops
SCH6 6 loops extra
SCH8 8 loops extra
OB no front and back crease
AF alergic trousers, completely lined

back 

KV
button fly

HK
buttons inside

for braces

AD
Centre back "V"

ATTENTION,
NOT EXTENDIBLE!!!

HTL
hip pocket, 
placed left

OKHT
without  button hole on hip 

pocket

TB
security pocket with zip, 

inside waistband

VT
stronger pocket bags

TT
security pocket with zip, 
inside right front pocket

23

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

1 cm



material options
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

Stronger pocket edges made from 
Alcantara

Dinner suit trousers,
single silk side seam

Tailcoat trousers
double silk side seams 

Linnig piping in vent on bottom

Piping on the trousers

24 25

1A
waistcoat with full

front seam

1B
waistcoat with waist dart

type
MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat



material options
MADE TO MEASURE

trousers

Stronger pocket edges made from 
Alcantara

Dinner suit trousers,
single silk side seam

Tailcoat trousers
double silk side seams 

Linnig piping in vent on bottom

Piping on the trousers

24 25

1A
waistcoat with full

front seam

1B
waistcoat with waist dart

type
MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat



basic

2A
5 button 

with points
waistcoat

2B
6 button waistcoat

with points

2C
6 button waistcoat,

round bottom

2D
5 button waistcoat,

straight bottom

2E
5 button waistcoat

with points and lapels

2F
DB waistcoat, button 3, 

show 3, shawl collar, 
straight bottom

2G
4 button waistcoat, 

round neckline, 
straight bottom

2H 
4 button waistcoat with points, 

round neckline

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

26

STYLE OPTIONS

IT 1 inside pocket - left
FO front without buttonholes
SS side vents
SV special embroidery

(description und pict.give to Stylers)

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- edge - button holes - contrast

27

pockets / options

4C
without pockets

4A2
2 jetted pockets

4A3
3 jetted pockets

4A4
4 jetted pockets

4B3
3 welt pockets

4B2
2 welt pockets

4B4
4 welt pockets

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat



basic

2A
5 button 

with points
waistcoat

2B
6 button waistcoat

with points

2C
6 button waistcoat,

round bottom

2D
5 button waistcoat,

straight bottom

2E
5 button waistcoat

with points and lapels

2F
DB waistcoat, button 3, 

show 3, shawl collar, 
straight bottom

2G
4 button waistcoat, 

round neckline, 
straight bottom

2H 
4 button waistcoat with points, 

round neckline

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

26

STYLE OPTIONS

IT 1 inside pocket - left
FO front without buttonholes
SS side vents
SV special embroidery

(description und pict.give to Stylers)

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- edge - button holes - contrast

27

pockets / options

4C
without pockets

4A2
2 jetted pockets

4A3
3 jetted pockets

4A4
4 jetted pockets

4B3
3 welt pockets

4B2
2 welt pockets

4B4
4 welt pockets

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat



back

28

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

3A
waistcoat with lining back

and buckle

3C
waistcoat with cloth back,

without buckle

3B
waistcoat with cloth back and buckle

ATTENTION, NOT FOR THICK FABRICS!!!

5A
without stitching 5B1

AMF 1 mm

5B6
AMF 6 mm

5S2
top stitch 2 mm

5S5
top stitch 5 mm

5SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

5B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

29



back

28

MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

3A
waistcoat with lining back

and buckle

3C
waistcoat with cloth back,

without buckle

3B
waistcoat with cloth back and buckle

ATTENTION, NOT FOR THICK FABRICS!!!

5A
without stitching 5B1

AMF 1 mm

5B6
AMF 6 mm

5S2
top stitch 2 mm

5S5
top stitch 5 mm

5SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

5B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

waistcoat

29
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type
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

1M
overcoat

1ML
overcoat long

2J3
single-breasted,

3 buttons

2Z3
single-breasted,

3 buttons, fly front

2Z4
single-breasted,

4 buttons, fly front

2D1
double-breasted,
2 closing buttons,

1 blind pair

2D4
double-breasted,
2 closing buttons, 
without blind pair

2J4
single-breasted,

4 buttons

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
31



30

type
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

1M
overcoat

1ML
overcoat long

2J3
single-breasted,

3 buttons

2Z3
single-breasted,

3 buttons, fly front

2Z4
single-breasted,

4 buttons, fly front

2D1
double-breasted,
2 closing buttons,

1 blind pair

2D4
double-breasted,
2 closing buttons, 
without blind pair

2J4
single-breasted,

4 buttons

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
31



2JL3
single-breasted,

without dart,
3 buttons

2ZL3
single-breasted,

without dart, 
3 buttons, fly front

2ZL4
single-breasted,

without dart, 
4 buttons, fly front

2DL1
double-breasted,

without dart, 
2 closing buttons,

1 blind pair

2DL4
double-breasted,

without dart,
2 closing buttons, 
without blind pair

2JL4
single-breasted,

without dart,
4 buttons

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
32 33

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

4C2
welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4C1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4E2
welt breast pocket,
flap side pockets,

ticket pocket

4E1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets,
ticket pocket

4D2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets

4D1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets

4F2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4F1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4M2
welt breast pocket, 

slant welt side pockets.
(this variant is possible

 only for fronts without dart)

4M1
no welt breast pocket, 
slant welt side pockets.
(this variant is possible

 only for fronts without dart)



2JL3
single-breasted,

without dart,
3 buttons

2ZL3
single-breasted,

without dart, 
3 buttons, fly front

2ZL4
single-breasted,

without dart, 
4 buttons, fly front

2DL1
double-breasted,

without dart, 
2 closing buttons,

1 blind pair

2DL4
double-breasted,

without dart,
2 closing buttons, 
without blind pair

2JL4
single-breasted,

without dart,
4 buttons

basic
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
32 33

pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

4C2
welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4C1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets

4E2
welt breast pocket,
flap side pockets,

ticket pocket

4E1
no welt breast pocket,

flap side pockets,
ticket pocket

4D2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets

4D1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets

4F2
welt breast pocket,

slant flap side pockets,
slant ticket pocket

4F1
no welt breast pocket,
slant flap side pockets,

slant ticket pocket

4M2
welt breast pocket, 

slant welt side pockets.
(this variant is possible

 only for fronts without dart)

4M1
no welt breast pocket, 
slant welt side pockets.
(this variant is possible

 only for fronts without dart)



34

back / cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

3B1
normal, centre vent

3B1K
normal, centre vent,

1 button

closed seams
styles

5L2
closed seam, 
2 big buttons

35

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

5S3
shame cuffs,

3 buttons

5O3
real button holes, 

3 buttons

5S3X
sham cuffs, 
3 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O3X
real button holes, 

3 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4X
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O4X
real button holes, 

4 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S5X
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O5X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons

5O4
real button holes, 

4 buttons

5S5
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons

5O5
real button holes, 

5 buttons

real button
holes

sham cuff
styles

5N
closed seam, 

without button-holes



34

back / cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

3B1
normal, centre vent

3B1K
normal, centre vent,

1 button

closed seams
styles

5L2
closed seam, 
2 big buttons

35

cuffs
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

5S3
shame cuffs,

3 buttons

5O3
real button holes, 

3 buttons

5S3X
sham cuffs, 
3 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O3X
real button holes, 

3 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4X
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O4X
real button holes, 

4 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S5X
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons, 

kissing buttons

5O5X
real button holes, 

5 buttons,
kuissing buttons

5S4
sham cuffs, 
4 buttons

5O4
real button holes, 

4 buttons

5S5
sham cuffs, 
5 buttons

5O5
real button holes, 

5 buttons

real button
holes

sham cuff
styles

5N
closed seam, 

without button-holes



F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
37

STANDARD

6HMR - 
security pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

STANDARD

6IMR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

6JM - 
without security fastening
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IML - 
zip pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IMB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6HMB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6HML - 
security pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

36

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

STANDARD

6EMR - 
security pocket RIGHT
without tongue, 

STANDARD

6FMR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6EMB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6FMB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue, 

6GM - 
without security fastening
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6EML - 
security pocket LEFT
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6FML - 
zip pocket LEFT
without tongue, 



F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat
37

STANDARD

6HMR - 
security pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

STANDARD

6IMR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
with tongue facing, 

6JM - 
without security fastening
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IML - 
zip pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6IMB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6HMB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
with tongue facing, 

VARIATION

6HML - 
security pocket LEFT
with tongue facing, 

F.S.

F.S.

F.S.

36

inside pockets
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

STANDARD

6EMR - 
security pocket RIGHT
without tongue, 

STANDARD

6FMR - 
zip pocket RIGHT
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6EMB - 
security pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6FMB - 
zip pocket - BOTH SIDES
without tongue, 

6GM - 
without security fastening
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6EML - 
security pocket LEFT
without tongue, 

VARIATION

6FML - 
zip pocket LEFT
without tongue, 



stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

top stitch / AMF is 
applied on the edge

7A
without stitching

7B1
AMF 1 mm

7S2
top stitch 2 mm

7S5
top stitch 5 mm

7SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

7C
special stitching

7B6
AMF 6 mm

7B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

F.S.

38 39

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

SC
storm collar

ZR
second buttonhole on 

right lapel

OR
without lapel 
buttonhole

HT
mobile phone pocket 

with zip

TK
additionall pen pocket 

right

TB
pocket for glasses with zip,

left under tongue

TA
newspaper pocket

instead of ticket pocket



stitching
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

top stitch / AMF is 
applied on the edge

7A
without stitching

7B1
AMF 1 mm

7S2
top stitch 2 mm

7S5
top stitch 5 mm

7SS5
top stitch 5 mm, 

thick thread

7C
special stitching

7B6
AMF 6 mm

7B7
AMF 6 mm, 
long stitch

F.S.

38 39

style options
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat

SC
storm collar

ZR
second buttonhole on 

right lapel

OR
without lapel 
buttonhole

HT
mobile phone pocket 

with zip

TK
additionall pen pocket 

right

TB
pocket for glasses with zip,

left under tongue

TA
newspaper pocket

instead of ticket pocket



AOO
sleeves without 

buttonholes

Leather elbow patches Contrast collar

AOM
sleeves without b.holes 

and buttons on

FO front without buttonholes
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right
FR flower buttonhole - lapel
HF heavier front fusing
LK leather buttonhole - lapel

- cloth undercollar:

  - cloth under collar

  - contrast cloth under collar

- contrast jettings inside pockets

- contrast felt collar

- contrast front button holes

- contrast lapel button hole

- contrast sleeve 1st button hole

- contrast sleeve 2nd button hole

- contrast sleeve all button holes

- leather buttonhole lapel

style / material options
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat typedress coat / morning coat
MADE TO MEASURE

1F
dress coat

1C
morning coat

40 41



AOO
sleeves without 

buttonholes

Leather elbow patches Contrast collar

AOM
sleeves without b.holes 

and buttons on

FO front without buttonholes
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right
FR flower buttonhole - lapel
HF heavier front fusing
LK leather buttonhole - lapel

- cloth undercollar:

  - cloth under collar

  - contrast cloth under collar

- contrast jettings inside pockets

- contrast felt collar

- contrast front button holes

- contrast lapel button hole

- contrast sleeve 1st button hole

- contrast sleeve 2nd button hole

- contrast sleeve all button holes

- leather buttonhole lapel

style / material options
MADE TO MEASURE

overcoat typedress coat / morning coat
MADE TO MEASURE

1F
dress coat

1C
morning coat

40 41



CUFF STYLES
all possibilities are the same as by jacket.

CUFF STYLES
all possibilities are the same as by jacket.

POCKETS
4G2 - welt breast pocket

POCKETS
4G2 - welt breast pocket

INSIDE POCKETS
6P- 2 in breast pockets

INSIDE POCKETS
6P- 2 in breast pockets

STITCHING
7A - without stitching

STITCHING
7A -  without stitching

7B1-  AMF 1 mm

7B6 - AMF 6 mm

BACK
3D

body seam, tail

BACK
3D

body seam, tail

BASIC
2T1

single-breasted, 
6 blind buttons, 

peak lapel

DRESS COAT

MORNING COAT

BASIC
2X4

single-breasted, 
1 button, 
peak lapel

STYLE OPTIONS
FO front without buttonholes
HF heavier front fusing
AOO Sleeves without buttonholes
AOM Sleeves without b.holes and buttons on
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- contrast feltcollar
- edge - button holes  contrast
- sleeve - 1st button hole - contrast
- sleeve - 2nd button hole - contrast
- sleeve - all button holes - contrast

STYLE OPTIONS
FO front without buttonholes
HF heavier front fusing
AOO Sleeves without buttonholes
AOM Sleeves without b.holes and buttons on
SCHK no padding
SCHB additionall padding - both
SCHL additionall padding - left
SCHR additionall padding - right
FR Flower buttonhole - lapel
OR Without lapel buttonhole
ZR Second lapel buttonhole

MATERIAL OPTIONS
- Lapel - button hole - contrast
- Contrast feltcollar
- Edge - button holes - contrast
- Sleeve - 1st button hole - contrast
- Sleeve - 2nd button hole - contrast
- Sleeve - all button holes - contrast

42

diversedress coat / morning coat
MADE TO MEASURE
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